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“Men loved the Earth so much that they devoured it; they consumed it completely. Then 
they left because nothing remained for them. After their disappearance, nature grew and 
constructed new lands.” 
 
                   Noémie Goudal, Les Amants 
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Première: March 27, 28 2015, Beursschouwburg Brussels  
Length: about 55 minutes 
Concept, choreography and dance: Bára Sigfúsdóttir 
Scenography:  88888  
Concept and photography for stage performance: Noémie Goudal  
Music and sound design: Borko  
Light design: Kris Van Oudenhove  
Dramaturgy: Sara Vanderieck  
Costume: Andrea Kraenzlin  
Coproduction: Workspace Brussels, TAKT Dommelhof, Vooruit (in the frame of the 
European Network DNA (Departures and Arrivals) Co-funded by the Creative Europe 
Program of the European Union.)  
With the support of: wpZimmer, Dansens Hus Stockholm, de Warande, De Werf, 
CAMPO, Pianofabriek en Bora Bora Aarhus.  
With financial support of: Flemish Government, Vlaamse Gemeenschapscommissie 
and the French embassy in Belgium (Service de Coopération et d'Action Culturelle 
(SCAC).  
 
 
 
TOURING SCHEDULE 
 
20 march 2015  TAKT festival – avant première  Neerpelt BE   
27 march 2015  50 years Beursschouwburg - première BrusselsBE 
28 march 2015  50 years Beursschouwburg / Performatik Brussel BE 
11 april 2015   CC De Spil i.s.m. CC Kortrijk    Roeselare BE 
31 july - 07 august 2015   variation on location – Theater Aan Zee Oostende BE 
9 september 2015   Het Theaterfestival circuit x    Brussels BE 
17 september 2015   c-mine      Genk BE  
20 september 2015  Frascati theater    Amsterdam NL 
21 september 2015  Frascati theater    Amsterdam NL 
23 october 2015  cc lommel     Lommel BE 
25 november 2015  Vooruit      Ghent BE 
28 november 2015   moving futures DNW Vorst   Tilburg NL 
15 december 2015   corrosia theatre    Almere NL 
25 january 2016   stadsschouwburg     Utrecht NL  
03 february 2016   de warande     Turnhout BE 
04 february 2016   nona      Mechelen BE 
13 february 2016   cc wetteren     Wetteren BE 
4 march 2016    cc casino      Koksijde BE 
25 march 2016   cc de meent     Beersel BE 
19 may 2016   location version IIFUT Tehran  Tehran IR 
august 2016 (date tbc)  Reykjavik Dance festival   Reykjavik IS  
06 december 2016  Bora Bora     Aarhus DE 
07 december 2016  Bora Bora     Aarhus DE 
3 february 2017  theater ’t Vrijtof     Maastricht NL 
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IN SHORT 
 
Moving between creation and destruction – THE LOVER contemplates the complex 
relationship between humans and nature. Bára Sigfúsdóttir makes space for different 
structures, rhythms and energies to exist and influence each other’s evolution. The body 
and it´s environment keep transforming throughout the performance, questioning what 
is human, what is animal, what is nature, what is man-made, what is organic... 
 
THE LOVER adaptation on location, is a visual performance by Icelandic choreographer 
Bára Sigfúsdóttir, made in collaboration with Icelandic musician BORKO and 88888. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
MORE ABOUT THE PERFORMANCE 
 
After her debut solo On the other side of a sand dune Bára Sigfúsdóttir creates a new 
solo in which her choreographer signature is eloquent. In THE LOVER, the moving body 
of Bára Sigfúsdóttir interacts with the photography and installation by Noémie Goudal & 
88888. The unique choreographic language of Sigfúsdóttir meets the installation on 
stage mixing illusion, scenography and photography thus obtaining poetic landscapes.  
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Sigfúsdóttir’s affinity towards the environment we live goes back to her youth in Iceland 
where she was living in close relationship with nature. Therefor she is very concerned by 
the export of natural sources and the relatively unknown consequences of commercial 
exploitation benefiting short-term economical purposes. THE LOVER portrays a 
character, thrown back at an instinctive mode, in surroundings where nature is 
completely consumed by mankind.  
 
In the environment of THE LOVER remains a creature of flesh and blood, assailable and 
defenceless although curiosity and a desire to explore the world are pushing it forward. 
THE LOVER depicts the intrinsic vulnerability of the human and its relationship towards 
nature. It’s a portrait of mankind where the human being is characterized by a strong 
belief in the future and a never-ending desire to develop himself. He wants to map the 
world and control nature. However, when nature speaks back, human surrender just 
powerless. 
 
 
 
 
   
 

 
© Aela Labbé   
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THE LOVER IN THE PRESS 
 
 
Evelyne Coussens in De Morgen, 30 may 2015; 
“With The Lover, The Icelandic dancer Bára Sigfúsdóttir created an enchanting 
choreography that begins with a quivering arm - rarely seen anything more fascinating 
than these simple movements of human muscles. You will be all eyes watching this 
enchanting man-beast.” 
 
 
Evelyne Coussens in De Theaterkrant NL, 19 october 2015; 
 
A DANGEROUS WONDER 
 
The Lover, a solo by the Icelandic dancer and choreographer Bára Sigfúsdóttir 
(graduated from the Brussels dance school P.A.R.T.S. in 2011) exists in two versions. 
The original version for the black box included an impressive scenography by design 
studio 88888, with photographs by French artist Noémie Goudal, from whose series Les 
Amants Sigfúsdóttir borrowed the title of her performance. For practical reasons, this 
photographic installation could however not be rebuilt and included in the location 
version Sigfúsdóttir created in 2015 for the Ostend theatre festival Theater Aan Zee. 
Those who feared that the performance would lose expressiveness because of this were 
wrong: the necessarily pared-down location version stimulated the imagination at least 
as much, if not more, than the theatre version. 
 
She focused the attention even more on the fascinating language of movement which 
Sigfúsdóttir uses to talk about life – not the humdrum human life with its anecdotal 
problems, but the biological development of human existence and how it affects the 
much older geological given. The 'lovers' in Sigfúsdóttirs performance are not exactly in a 
romantic mood; the choreography portrays the relationship between nature and man in 
a possessive-aggressive sense: the point at which human culture overpowers nature to 
suck it empty, a love that is so great it becomes destructive. 
 
The short solo consists of two parts, in which one might recognize the rise and decline of 
a species. The first half is imbued with growth and potency, the second with decay and 
destruction. In the theatre version, the otherwise empty scene is bordered to the rear by 
a huge picture by Goudal displaying a vault with columns, a picture full of surreal 
mysticism reminiscent of M.C. Escher. On location in the abandoned warehouse in 
Ostend, the bare concrete pillars are made of stone. Between these pillars there sits, 
hunched – in the evoked, respectively,  real space – a creature. It could be a prehistoric 
animal, but just as well a plant species or a single cell: the fact is that it is not an 
individual being, but an organism, a species, that is emerging. 
 
This emergence begins with the vibration of a muscle in the arm, the outward turning of 
the arm, followed by the slow, outward folding of the body, like a lotus flower. Starting 
with a writhing of toes, an attempt to get upright, to grow, is made – but the ‘limbs’ of 
the creature seem not well attuned to each other, the joints fail to do their work and the 
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feet, hands, fingers and arms flail about autonomously like the limbs of a starfish, 
unhindered by a central, or authoritative guiding consciousness. We witness a process of 
trial and error: nature evolves by rewarding that which accidentally becomes the most 
adapted to its environment. At times the growth process comes to a halt, only to, with a 
sudden shock – a growth surge – start again. 
 
For a long time, the body remains humbly stuck to the ground; it is only at the end of 
the first part that it manages to more or less adopt a vertical position as it comes ever 
closer to the public; yes, now it is unmistakably human, looking back at the path of 
development he has travelled that spans millions of years. It is only in this wonderful 
moment of first eye contact that this man finds his equal in the audience that sits before 
him. At the same time, it is this glance of recognition that disrupts the harmony and 
symbiosis between him and the environment that produced him and he now comes to 
dominate the surroundings. The second part of The Lover starts more energetically, 
initially happier and more playful than the first part: man is now aware that he exists; he 
tests his abilities, moves self-consciously through his world. But this boldness is short-
lived. 
 
In parallel with the dramatic shedding of the scenography (in the theatre version), 
desperation starts to permeate the movements: a long stuck-out tongue now desperately 
gasps for air, or perhaps for missing food, since moments later a voracious mouth will 
gnaw off the own arm. The light atmospheric soundtrack of the Icelandic composer 
Borko has given way to the thunder of a swelling stream, a deafening flood that 
announces nothing less than an apocalypse. The then occurring changes in the 
photographic installation of the theatre version leave little doubt as to the disastrous 
effect of the appearance of this species on the landscape – after his own gradual 
transformation into master of the universe, man is the cause of a major transformation 
in his surroundings. Even in the location version without scenography, the roaring 
soundscape and the silence that follows the sudden disappearance of the noise are 
telling. 
 
The magic of The Lover lies in the way in which Sigfúsdóttir constructs an allegory for an 
ancient process of creation, rather than an anecdotal history: it is not a birth, but life 
itself that emerges, in jerky stages. The unelaborate and concentrated language of 
movement opens the floodgates of the imagination. And paradoxically enough, this 
impersonal approach has something spiritual to it as well: despite all the convincing 
biological explanations, the contemplation of origin and transience – even in a 
performative context  – remains a ‘miracle’. A dangerous miracle, definitely, but the way 
Bára Sigfúsdóttir makes palpable this disaster is also of great beauty. 
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BIOGRAPHIES 
 
Bára Sigfúsdóttir is an Icelandic choreographer and dancer living and working in 
Brussels. She studied contemporary dance at the Icelandic Academy of Arts, at MDT 
Amsterdam and lastly at P.A.R.T.S., where she focused both on dance training, 
movement research and choreography. From then on, Brussels is her home base.  In her 
professional career Bára has initiated and participated in several dance projects as well 
as more theatrical work and film. As a performer, Bára has amongst others worked with 
Or and Oran dance company, Miet Warlop (replacing in Springville), Quan Bui Ngoc, Iris 
Bouch & Kobe Proesmans, Untamed Productions, Liesbeth Marit, Aëla Labbe, We are 
from LA and Klaartje Lambrechts. As a choreographer Bára Sigfúsdóttir made her debut 
with the solo performance On the other side of a sand dune, with music creation by 
Sóley (Iceland). On the other side of a sand dune is currently touring and has been 
selected for platforms such as December Dance (Bruges) and ICE HOT (Oslo).  
In its essence, the work of Sigfúsdóttir is very personal. Her Icelandic cultural 
background and own life experiences are inspiration sources for her creations. Within 
these personal elements she selects those she can export to a universal context and to 
which anyone can relate to. The young choreographer is interested in human beings, 
their existence, behaviour and actions and wishes to refer to them in her choreography. 
At the same time she researches how the same movement can have multiple intentions 
and new associations by adding small changes in repetition.  
Sigfúsdóttir’s work is characterized by her outstanding performative qualities and the 
necessity to express herself in her unique movement language. Her choreographic idiom 
is eloquent and proper to her specific body structure. The purposeful use of separate 
body parts is a tool with which the choreographer wants to tell a new story. At the same 
time Sigfúsdóttir communicates in a direct and identifiable way with her audience thanks 
to the balanced accordance between narration, abstraction and theatricality.  
 
Noémie Goudal was born in Paris in 1984. She has been living and working in London 
for over ten years. She is currently in residency at La Cité Internationale des Arts in 
Paris. Since graduating from the Royal College of Art in 2010 with an MA (Distinction) in 
Photography she has exhibited widely and to high critical acclaim, receiving numerous 
awards from leading photographic organisations including HSBC Prix pour la 
Photographie (France), Foam Talent 2012 (Holland), Riccardo Pezza at the Triennale 
Museum (Italy), the RCA Sustain Award (UK), International Photography Award, Fine Art 
(USA), nominations for the Foam Paul Huf Award (Holland) and Virginia Prize (France), 
and a residency at the Corinthia Hotel (London); all of which have earned her a 
reputation as one of the most exciting new talents of her generation. 
Her work is held in the collections of The Saatchi Gallery, Fotomuseum Winterthur, David 
Roberts Art Foundation, and Conran Foundation, amongst others, and has received 
international press in publications including Foam’s Talent issue, British Journal of 
Photography, The Times, New Statesman, the Independent, and Le Point. To date she 
has held solo shows at HotShoe Gallery (London), Severed Head Gallery (Dublin), Edel 
Assanti (London), and Project B (Milan), and exhibited in many group shows, most 
recently at Unseen (Amsterdam), Out of Focus: Photography (Saatchi Gallery, London), 
and Festival Images Vevey. In 2014-2015 she will present her first institutional solo show 
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at The New Art Gallery Walsall (UK) and Foam (Amsterdam). Goudal is represented in 
London by Edel Assanti (London) and Les Filles du Calvaire (Paris).  
88888 is the collaboration of Karel Burssens & Jeroen Verrecht. They work in the fields 
of installation art, scenography and architecture. 
 
Björn Kristjánsson (artist name Borko) has worked in the field of writing, recording 
and performing music for the past 13 years. He has released music and toured 
extensively under the name Borko but also been member of bands such as Rúnk, 
Skakkamanage and FM Belfast. Björn has written music for several theatre and dance 
productions. For the past six years Björn has, along with his musical work, worked as a 
music teacher in Norðlingaskóli, a progressive, award winning elementary school in 
Reykjavik but recently he moved to Drangsnes, a remote village in the westfjords of 
Iceland to work as a teacher and musician. Björn is one of the original members of 
Vesturport theatre group and has worked on several productions with the group as a 
composer, sound designer and lighting designer. Björn also has great experience as a 
concert and music festival promoter. 
 
 
LINKS 
http://barasigfusdottir.com/ 
www.ccproductions.be 
 
 
VIDEO 
Full length: https://vimeo.com/124801892 
password is:  thelover  
Teaser to be downloaded: https://vimeo.com/128789815 
 
 

 


